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How reliable are all those stories about the number of Eskimo words for snow? How might Star Trek's Commander
Spock react to Noam Chomsky's theories of language? Geoffrey K. Pullum is professor of linguistics at the University of
California at Santa Cruz.

The Great Eskimo Vocabulary Hoax and Other Irreverent Essays on writers, prominently roger brown in his
"words and things" and carol eastman in her "aspects of language and culture", inflated the figure in
sensationalized stories: by , the number quoted had reached fifty, and on february 9, , an unsigned editorial in
the new york times gave the number as one hundred. How can lamps, flags, and parrots be libelous? Table of
Contents. These and many other odd questions are typical topics in this collection of essays that present an
occasionally zany, often wry, but always fascinating look at language and the people who study it. Those
columns are reproduced hereâ€”almost exactly as his friends and colleagues originally warned him not to
publish themâ€”along with new material including a foreword by James D. You will also find a volley of
humorous broadsides aimed at dishonest attributional practices, meddlesome copy editors, mathematical
incompetence, and "cracker-barrel philosophy of science. At the same time, he reminds the reader not to take
linguistics too seriously all of the time. The Great Eskimo Vocabulary Hoax Geoffrey Pullum - review is a
collection of pullum's lighthearted editorial comments that appeared in the journal natural language and
linguistic theory in the s. Whether making a sneak attack on some sacred cow, delivering a tongue-in-cheek
protest against current standards, or supplying a caustic review of some recent development, Pullum remains
in touch with serious concerns about language and society. The Great Eskimo Vocabulary Hoax and Other
Irreverent Essays on The Great Eskimo Vocabulary Hoax schultz-lorentzen's dictionary of the west
greenlandic eskimo language gives just two possibly relevant roots: 'quanik', meaning 'snow in the air' or.
Eskimo words for snow - Wikipedia, Languages Support Efficient Communication about the Environment
how might star trek's commander spock react to noam chomsky's theories of language? The Great Eskimo
Vocabulary Hoax great eskimo vocabulary hoax and other irreverent essays on the study of language. Pullum's
writings began as columns in Natural Language and Linguistic Theory in  You will also find a volley of
humorous broadsides aimed at dishonest attributional practices, meddlesome copy editors, mathematical
incompetence, and "cracker-barrel philosophy of science. How can lamps, flags, and parrots be libelous?
Daylight saving time dissertation Le droit et la morale dissertation juridique The Great Eskimo Vocabulary
Hoax and Other Irreverent Essays on sapir's and benjamin whorf's hypothesis of linguistic relativity holds that
the language we speak both affects and reflects our view of the world. Whether making a sneak attack on
some sacred cow, delivering a tongue-in-cheek protest against current standards, or supplying a caustic review
of some recent development, Pullum remains in touch with serious concerns about language and society.
These and many other odd questions are typical topics in this collection of essays that present an occasionally
zany, often wry, but always fascinating look at langua How reliable are all those stories about the number of
Eskimo words for snow? Those columns are reproduced hereâ€”almost exactly as his friends and colleagues
originally warned him not to publish themâ€”along with new material including a foreword by James D.
Among the unusual encounters in store are a conversation between Star Trek's Commander Spock and three
real earth linguists, the strange tale of the author's imprisonment for embezzling funds from the Campaign for
Typographical Freedom, a harrowing account of a day in the research life of four unhappy grammarians, and
the true story of how a monograph on syntax was suppressed because the examples were judged to be libelous.
Pullum will take you on an excursion into the wild and untamed fringes of linguistics. McCawley, a prologue,
and a new introduction to each of these clever pieces.


